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Abstract

The effective resolution of a numerical scheme describes the smallest spatial scale (largest
wavenumber) that is completely resolved by that scheme. Investigating the dispersive and
dissipative properties of a numerical scheme for the advection equation allows the effective
resolution to be calculated. The advection equation is a fundamental building block of
dynamical cores of atmospheric and ocean models, and this analysis provides an indication
of the effective resolution of the numerical methods used by dynamical cores. Using a variety
of finite-difference schemes, the effect on effective resolution of using explicit diffusion and
hyper-diffusion terms is examined. The choice of order-of-accuracy, and the time-stepping
of the numerical scheme is also investigated with regards to effective resolution. Finally, we
apply this analysis to methods that are commonly used in dynamical cores of atmospheric
general circulation models, namely semi-Lagrangian and finite-volume methods.

Keywords: Effective Resolution, Finite-Difference Methods, Finite-Volume Methods,
Dispersion Analysis, Dynamical Core

1. Introduction1

Atmospheric models are composed of a dynamical core which is coupled to a subgrid-2

scale parameterization package. The dynamical core is the fluid dynamics component of an3

atmospheric model, and it solves the adiabatic governing equations (usually the primitive4

equations under certain approximations, for example hydrostatic balance) and the equations5

governing the transport of tracers. Dynamical cores of weather and climate models make use6

of numerical methods to solve the equations governing fluid flow. There are many different7

types of numerical methods that are used in dynamical cores of general circulation models8
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(GCMs), such as finite-difference [10], finite-volume [25, 42], semi-Lagrangian [6, 51], spectral9

transform [11, 12], and spectral element [7]. It is important to understand the properties10

of different numerical methods, either to better understand the properties of an existing11

dynamical core, or to make an informed modeling choice when designing future models.12

One property of a numerical method is the effective resolution. Whereas ‘resolution’13

usually refers to the model’s grid spacing, the effective resolution of a numerical scheme is14

generally defined as the smallest spatial scale (i.e. the largest wavenumber) that is ‘fully15

resolved’ by said numerical scheme. The shortest fully resolved wavelength, i.e. the effective16

resolution, is usually considerably larger than the grid spacing [45]. It is desirable to de-17

termine the effective resolution of a numerical scheme, and therefore the effective resolution18

of a model that makes use of the scheme. For example, in atmospheric modeling there is a19

desire to resolve features that are unresolved or only marginally resolved by current models,20

and thus improve weather forecasts and climate predictions [36]. As a higher effective reso-21

lution means that more features will be resolved by the model, increasing a model’s effective22

resolution (through the choice of numerical methods) could prove a cheaper alternative to23

resolving small features than just doubling the grid resolution. This idea is closely related to24

the concept of ‘equivalent resolution’ as discussed in [50]. [50] determined the necessary grid25

spacings for two dynamical cores that led to equivalent simulation results when coupled to an26

identical physical parameterization package. He showed that similar results were obtained27

when the grid spacing in a finite-volume dynamical core was smaller than the Gaussian grid28

spacing in a spectral-transform dynamical core (e.g. 1◦ verse 1.4◦). It suggests that the29

higher diffusion of the finite-volume method necessitates a finer grid spacing to match the30

‘effective resolution’ of the less diffusive spectral method.31

In addition, understanding the effects of explicit diffusion and filters on effective res-32

olution provides insight into the tuning of diffusion coefficients (and the consequences of33

badly tuned parameters). With full GCMs the coupling of the subgrid-scale physical pa-34

rameterization package and the “resolved” dynamical core is an important issue [8], and the35

physics parameterizations are often coupled to the dynamics at the grid scale. However, the36

dynamics do not truly resolve the grid scale, and it may be beneficial to add some of the37

physics to only the resolved scales i.e. the effective resolution [21]. Such GCM experiments38

with finer grid spacings in the dynamical core and coarser grids for the physics forcings were39

evaluated by [48]. For weather and climate models, composed of both dynamics and physics,40

[36] suggested numerically calculating the effective resolution based upon the departure of41

the kinetic energy spectra from a given power law. However, to calculate the effective reso-42

lution of numerical schemes that could be used in dynamical cores, analytical methods can43

be used, as proposed in this paper.44

One tool to evaluate the properties of numerical schemes is dispersion analysis [33].45

Linear dispersion analysis of numerical schemes for atmospheric models has previously been46

performed for a variety of methods [27, 31, 22, 37]. This dispersion analysis can be used47

to investigate dispersive properties (such as group velocity and phase speed) and diffusive48

properties, and can be used to determine accuracy and stability of the numerical scheme49

[40, 46]. Using dispersion analysis to measure the effective resolution of a numerical method50

was introduced by [44]. In [44], several different types of numerical methods (finite-volume,51
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spectral element, spectral finite-volume, and discontinuous Galerkin) were analyzed for the52

linear wave equation with exact time integration, and their dispersive and diffusive properties53

were used to determine the effective resolution for different orders of accuracy. The aim of54

our paper is to modify this analysis for use with different time integration methods, to55

show the impact of the time integration scheme and the choice of timestep on the effective56

resolution of advection schemes. We also investigate the effect of explicit diffusion and57

hyper-diffusion terms on the diffusive and dispersive properties of a numerical scheme, and58

therefore the effect this diffusion has on effective resolution. We investigate these issues59

using simple finite-difference schemes, before applying the analysis to semi-Lagrangian and60

finite-volume methods.61

Some form of diffusion (either implicit in the numerics, as an explicitly added term, or62

in the form of a filter) is usually required for models solving non-linear governing equations63

on a fixed grid. There are a number of numerical reasons that a modeler might chose to64

add diffusion to their scheme, for example to improve stability, to damp computational65

modes, or to ensure monotonicity. For the constant velocity linear advection equation there66

is no physical reason for diffusion. However, for the non-linear governing equations there is67

the physical need for diffusion to correctly model transfers of quantities between resolved68

and unresolved scales. In numerical studies of three-dimensional turbulence (large eddy69

simulation - LES) a subgrid model is required to dissipate kinetic energy, as this represents70

the effects of the unresolved flow on the resolved flow [29]. For two-dimensional flow it71

is the enstrophy which cascades downscale to unresolved scales, and therefore must be72

dissipated [18]. The atmosphere is strongly multiscale, with many interactions between73

these scales. Due to the effects of stratification and rotation, the atmosphere may resemble74

two-dimensional flow at large scales [1], before transitioning to three-dimensional flow at75

smaller scales. In dynamical cores of atmospheric models the diffusion is used to prevent76

the accumulation of potential enstrophy and kinetic energy at the grid scale, and also to77

dissipate tracer variance in the transport scheme [38, 19]. This diffusion is often added in78

an ad-hoc way, and heavily tuned to provide optimal results [17]. This means that although79

diffusion is undesired in the linear dispersion analysis for the linear advection equation, it is80

an essential part of the numerical methods that make up the dynamical cores.81

The linear analysis is performed on finite-difference schemes for the one-dimensional lin-82

ear advection equation. The advection equation is an informative example to consider - many83

numerical schemes that are used for the advection equation can also be used to solve con-84

servation laws, such as the continuity equation for fluid density or the vorticity equation for85

example. The multi-dimensional advection equation with non-constant velocities describes86

the transport of tracers in the atmosphere (without sources or sinks). Replacing the ad-87

vected quantity with potential vorticity gives the equation for potential vorticity evolution,88

whereas replacing it with potential temperature gives the equation for potential temperature89

(in the absence of heating). The advection equation, and non-linear variations, appears in90

any equation that makes use of the material derivative, such as the momentum equations for91

the shallow water and primitive equation sets. It is thereby a fundamental building block92

of a dynamical core. The assessment of the effective resolution of the advection equation93

is thereby an informative predictor for the effective resolution of the non-linear dynamics94
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component. There are many different types of advection schemes (see, for example, [35]), of95

which we consider only a subset in this study.96

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the one-dimensional linear advec-97

tion equation that will be used for the analysis. Section 3 describes the dispersion analysis98

methodology. Using the dispersion analysis to determine the effective resolution of a num-99

ber of numerical schemes is presented in section 4, where we use finite-difference schemes100

to show the effects of order-of-accuracy, diffusion and time-stepping on effective resolution.101

We then turn our attention to numerical methods that are commonly used in dynamical102

cores, such as semi-Lagrangian and finite-volume methods. Conclusions are drawn in sec-103

tion 5. Appendix A describes the dispersion analysis in detail, while Appendix B discusses104

the threshold used in our metrics to define effective resolution.105

2. The Advection Equation106

The one-dimensional advection equation is given as107

∂q

∂t
+ u

∂q

∂x
= 0, (1)

where q(x, t) is a tracer mixing ratio, u is the constant velocity, and t is time. Note that108

all quantities are dimensionless in this paper, and that throughout we use u = 1. Since u is109

constant, the one-dimensional linear advection equation can also be written in flux form as110

∂q

∂t
+

∂uq

∂x
= 0. (2)

The advective form (1) and the flux form (2) are interchangeable for constant velocities.111

The advection equation supports wavelike solutions of the form112

q = q̂ exp(i(kx− ωt)), (3)

where k is the spatial wavenumber, ω the frequency, q̂ is the amplitude, and i =
√
−1 is the113

imaginary unit. The wavelike solutions allow the calculation of the dispersion relation114

ω = ω(k), (4)

and the amplitude factor115

|Γ| = | exp (−iωt)|. (5)

Inserting the wavelike solutions into the advection equation (1) gives the analytical dispersion116

relation for advection as117

ω = uk, (6)

and the analytical amplitude factor as118

|Γ| = 1. (7)
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For numerical solutions to the advection equation an important quantity is the Courant119

number c = u∆t/∆x, where ∆t is the timestep and ∆x is the grid spacing. The Courant120

number is linked to the stability of a numerical scheme (it is common for methods to be121

unstable for c > 1). In fluid dynamics problems the velocity u is rarely constant, and122

therefore in this paper we consider the analysis over a number of Courant numbers. In this123

paper we only consider the case of uniform grid spacing, i.e. constant ∆x.124

3. Analysis of Advection Schemes125

The methodology for calculating the amplitude factor and dispersion relation of a given126

numerical scheme is given in detail in Appendix A. We start by inserting the solution for127

the discrete tracer128

qnj = q̂ exp (i(kxj − ωtn)), (8)

into the scheme’s discretization. Here j and n are the spatial and temporal indices, with129

∆x = xj+1−xj and ∆t = tn+1− tn. We divide each term in the discretization by (8), to give130

a relationship between the numerical amplitude factor |Γnum| = | exp(−iω∆t)| and k. Here131

the subscript num indicates the amplitude factor for a numerical scheme over one time-132

step. The amplitude factor |Γ| shows which wavenumbers k are damped or amplified by the133

numerical scheme. For the advection equation there should be no damping or amplification134

of any wavenumbers, and therefore |Γ| = 1. If the amplitude factor exceeds 1 for any k,135

then the scheme is unstable.136

For a two time-level scheme, the resulting expression for the scheme’s discretization will137

only contain the amplitude factor to the power one. For a three time-level scheme we138

obtain an expression which is quadratic in Γ, and thus requires the solution to the quadratic139

equation to give the amplitude factor in terms of k. Similarly, a four time-level scheme gives140

a cubic equation. Note that the correct root must be selected to give the actual amplitude141

factor of the physical mode, and not that of the computational mode.142

We proceed by first calculating the amplitude factor and then the dispersion relation. The143

dispersion relation is a relationship between the frequency ω and the spatial wavenumber k.144

It can also be used to calculate the phase speed and the group velocity. Comparing a numer-145

ical scheme’s dispersion relation with the true dispersion relation shows which wavenumbers146

are properly capturing the dispersive properties of the advection equation. The numerical147

dispersion relation can now be computed via (5) as148

ω = − log Γnum

i ∆t
. (9)

We are interested in comparing the effect of choosing various timesteps for a given spatial149

grid. In order to provide a fair comparison, we evaluate the cumulative effect of the schemes150

to a final time T . This is equivalent to saying that for a Courant number of c = 0.1 the151

analysis must be repeated 10 times to give the corresponding result for analysis performed152

with c = 1. To make the analysis consistent, unless noted otherwise, we run to c = 1.153

Therefore, we set the number of timesteps as m = 1/c and calculate the amplitude factor as154
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|Γ| = |Γm
num|, (10)

and the dispersion relation as155

ω = − log Γm
num

i ∆t m
. (11)

3.1. Forward-in-Time Lax-Wendroff Type Schemes156

Much of the analysis in this paper will feature the Lax-Wendroff advection scheme [24],157

and higher-order versions of it [39]. The Lax-Wendroff scheme is a second-order (in both158

space and time) scheme that solves the advection equation as159

qn+1
j = qnj − c

(

q̃
n+ 1

2

j+ 1

2

− q̃
n+ 1

2

j− 1

2

)

, (12)

with the flux like terms q̃
n+ 1

2

j− 1

2

calculated as160

q̃
n+ 1

2

j− 1

2

=
1

2

(

qnj + qnj−1

)

− 1

2
c
(

qnj − qnj−1

)

. (13)

Here the half spatial indices relate to the midpoint between finite-difference points (or the161

cell edges of finite-volume cells). It is evident that the Lax-Wendroff scheme can be written162

in flux form (2), with the numerical fluxes given by uq̃
n+ 1

2

j± 1

2

. Increasing the order of the fluxes163

will increase both the temporal and spatial order of the scheme. Orders one to six are given164

in [39]. Note that the first-order scheme is just the first order upwind scheme. To leading165

order error, the odd ordered schemes are diffusive and the even order schemes are dispersive166

(although to higher order error the even order schemes contain diffusion terms). Calculating167

the amplitude factors of the Lax-Wendroff schemes shows that the odd ordered schemes168

damp more wavenumbers and to a larger magnitude than the even ordered schemes.169

Diffusion and hyper-diffusion can be easily applied to the Lax-Wendroff type schemes.170

When additional hyper-diffusion terms of order 2p are used, the advection equation becomes171

the advection-diffusion equation of the form172

∂q

∂t
+ u

∂q

∂x
= (−1)p+1µp

∂2pq

∂x2p
, (14)

for p = 1, 2, 3, 4... , where µp is the diffusion coefficient. The diffusion coefficient is chosen173

as µp = νp∆x2p/∆t, where νp is a constant. For the analysis in this paper we approximate174

second-order diffusion as175

∂2q

∂x2
≈ 1

∆x2

(

qnj+1 − 2qnj + qnj−1

)

. (15)

Higher-order hyper-diffusion can be generated by applying the diffusion approximation re-176

peatedly (and switching the sign of the diffusion coefficient). A stronger diffusion coefficient177

for the diffusion terms results in stronger damping of the wavenumbers. Calculating the178
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amplitude factors of the hyper-diffusion (with exact time integration) shows the scale se-179

lective nature of high-order hyper diffusion; for example, when using diffusion coefficients180

such that the amplitude factor equals 0.8 at the 2∆x wave (i.e. where the dimensionless181

wavenumber k∆x = π), the second-order diffusion damps the 16∆x wave to the same extent182

as the eighth-order hyper-diffusion damps the 4∆x wave.183

4. Determining Effective Resolution184

Following [15, 44] we define a wavenumber k as being ‘fully resolved’ by a numerical185

scheme if the numerical scheme satisfies both the dispersive and diffusive properties of the186

advection equation at that wavenumber. To recap, for the linear advection equation the187

true dispersion relation is ω = uk, and the true amplitude factor is |Γ| = 1. The numerical188

dispersion relation ωN is classed as satisfied at wavenumber k if189

|Re(ω)− Re(ωN)|
|Re(ω)| ≤ ǫ, (16)

for wavenumber k at some error threshold ǫ. Similarly, the diffusive property is satisfied190

using the numerical amplitude factor ΓN at wavenumber k if191

||Γ| − |ΓN ||
|Γ| ≤ ǫ, (17)

for wavenumber k. The effective resolution of a numerical scheme is thus defined as the192

shortest wave (with wavelength N∆x) which satisfies both the dispersion relation (16) and193

the diffusive property (17) metrics, for all waves with wavelength λ ≥ N∆x. Therefore, a194

scheme has a better effective resolution and can resolve smaller scales for smaller values of N .195

Note again that in these calculations we take the cumulative amplitude factors and dispersion196

relations, (10) and (11), as we perform the analysis to a final time T (i.e. m = 1/c). In197

the following subsections, the plots of effective resolution against Courant number show the198

effective resolution when just the diffusive component is considered (i.e. metric (17)), the199

effective resolution when just the dispersive component is considered (i.e. metric (16)), and200

finally the effective resolution when both metrics are taken into account. Note that in the201

plots the lines stop at the Courant number the scheme becomes unstable, i.e. |Γ| > 1 for c202

to the nearest 0.05.203

The choice of the threshold ǫ has a large impact on which wavenumbers are classified as204

resolved. This is discussed in detail in Appendix B. Following [44] we choose ǫ = 0.01, i.e.205

the numerical dispersion relation and amplitude factor must be within 99% of the analytic206

value. Note that we are weighting the diffusive and dispersive errors equally. It would be207

viable to use different ǫ for diffusion and dispersion errors when calculating the effective208

resolution.209

We use this methodology to investigate the effective resolution of finite-difference ad-210

vection schemes. We use finite-difference schemes as a general case to highlight the effects211

of three modelling choices: order of accuracy; explicit diffusion; and time-stepping. We212
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then focus on numerical methods that are relevant to dynamical cores, investigating semi-213

Lagrangian schemes (section 4.4) and finite-volume schemes (section 4.5).214

4.1. Order of Accuracy215
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Figure 1: The maximum resolved wave (in terms ofN∆x) for ǫ = 0.01 due to diffusion errors (left), dispersion
errors (center), and both diffusion and dispersion error (right), for Lax-Wendroff schemes of order 1 to 6.

In general, for smooth data, a numerical method with a higher formal order of accuracy216

will be more accurate than a scheme with a lower order of accuracy. However, increasing217

the order of accuracy of a numerical scheme is usually computationally expensive, especially218

for multi-dimensional schemes. Hence there is a need to consider the effect of increased219

accuracy with increased cost [20]. In this section we show the effects of increased accuracy220

on effective resolution.221

We use the Lax-Wendroff method [24] to investigate the effect of the order of accuracy222

of a numerical scheme on the effective resolution. The second-order Lax-Wendroff scheme223

can be extended up to arbitrary order of accuracy [39]. Here we use orders 2− 6, and also224

include the first-order upwind scheme.225

Figure 1 shows the maximum resolved wave (in terms of N∆x) for ǫ = 0.01 for the Lax-226

Wendroff type schemes for Courant numbers 0 < c ≤ 1. The effective resolution when only227

the diffusive component is considered is shown in the left plot. The effective resolution when228

only the dispersive component is considered is shown in the center plot. The right plot shows229
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the effective resolution when both the diffusive and dispersive components are considered,230

and therefore is the maximum of the left and center plot for each Courant number. Note231

that the first-order scheme has zero dispersion errors at c = 0.5. The dispersion relation for232

the first-order scheme curves away below the true dispersion relation for 0 < c < 0.5 and233

above the true dispersion relation for 0.5 < c < 1. Using modified equation analysis (see234

[14] or [28] for example) to calculate the truncation error of the first-order scheme, up to235

order O(∆x2), gives236

∂q

∂t
+ u

∂q

∂x
=
u∆x

2!
(1− c)

∂2q

∂x2

+

[

u2∆t∆x

2!
(1− c)− u∆x2

3!

(

1− c2
)

]

∂3q

∂x3
+H.O.T. (18)

The leading order error is the diffusive ∂2q/∂x2 term, and the leading dispersion error is the237

∂3q/∂x3 term. For 0 < c < 0.5 the dispersion error term is negative, whereas for 0.5 < c < 1238

this term is positive, hence the switch in dispersion relation. At c = 0.5 the dispersion error239

term equals zero. This is also true for the fifth-order scheme. Note also that at c = 1 both240

the diffusive and dispersive error terms become zero, meaning that the first-order scheme241

has zero error for c = 1. This is also true for the higher-order Lax-Wendroff schemes, hence242

the effective resolution reverts to 2∆x at c = 1, because each of these schemes has zero error243

for a Courant number of unity.244

As seen in the right plot of Figure 1, the increase in order of accuracy results in a245

higher effective resolution for the Lax-Wendroff schemes, as expected. However, the level of246

improvement decreases as the order of accuracy gets higher. For example, the increase in247

effective resolution from first to second-order is approximately 20∆x for c = 0.05, and the248

increase from fourth to fifth-order is approximately 2∆x for c = 0.05.249

These results can also show us the effectiveness of increasing the grid resolution. For250

example, for c = 0.05 the second-order Lax-Wendroff scheme has an effective resolution of251

approximately 26∆x. Doubling the grid resolution would result in the second-order Lax-252

Wendroff scheme resolving 26∆x of the fine grid, and 13∆x of the original, coarse grid.253

However, the third-order Lax-Wendroff scheme resolves approximately 10∆x on the original,254

coarse grid. This implies that it is beneficial (in terms of number of resolved waves) to use255

the third-order Lax-Wendroff scheme on the coarse grid rather than the second-order Lax-256

Wendroff scheme on the finer grid.257

4.2. Effect of Explicit Diffusion258

Explicit diffusion terms can be applied to the Lax-Wendroff schemes used in the previous259

section. The coefficients in this section are chosen to illustrate the effects of diffusion on260

effective resolution.261

The use of second-order diffusion with the second-order Lax-Wendroff scheme is shown262

in Figure 2. Three diffusion coefficients are used, each increasing in magnitude by a factor263

of two. The use of explicit diffusion increases the diffusion errors of the scheme, but it can264
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Figure 2: The maximum resolved wave (in terms ofN∆x) for ǫ = 0.01 due to diffusion errors (left), dispersion
errors (center), and both diffusion and dispersion error (right), for the second-order Lax-Wendroff scheme
with ∇2 diffusion of different coefficient strength.

also remedy some of the dispersion errors in the second-order Lax-Wendroff scheme. The265

choice of diffusion coefficient becomes important, as it is desirable to decrease dispersion266

errors without producing too many diffusion errors. Using explicit diffusion and the ‘right’267

coefficient with the second-order Lax-Wendroff scheme can improve the effective resolution268

of the scheme. At c = 1, the second-order scheme with no diffusion has zero dispersive269

error, and therefore can resolve the 2∆x wave based on the dispersion metric (this is shown270

in the center plot of Figure 2). In general though, adding the diffusion terms reduces the271

dispersion error, and therefore the schemes with the diffusion and hyper-diffusion achieve272

(nearly) zero dispersive error at Courant numbers less than 1. Then as c → 1, the additional273

diffusion terms do not cancel the dispersion errors, and the resolved waves due to dispersion274

errors increase for each of the schemes with diffusion. The schemes with explicit diffusion275

and hyper-diffusion terms become unstable at c = 1.276

We also consider the effects of higher-order hyper-diffusion by applying different ordered277

hyper-diffusion with the fourth-order Lax-Wendroff scheme (not shown). The diffusion coef-278

ficients are chosen such that each hyper-diffusion will damp the amplitude factor to the same279

level (i.e. |Γ| = 0.8 at k∆x = π). As with the second-order diffusion, the hyper-diffusion in-280

creases diffusion errors, but decreases dispersion errors. The lower ordered hyper-diffusion,281
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fourth- and sixth-order, has the most effect on the diffusion and dispersion errors, with282

higher-order hyper-diffusion (eighth-order and above, i.e. p ≥ 4 in (14)) having almost no283

effect on the effective resolution of the fourth-order scheme.284

4.3. Time-stepping Scheme285

Section 4.1 shows the effective resolution when forward-in-time, Lax-Wendroff type time-286

stepping is used. Here we show the effective resolution for second and fourth-order spatial287

schemes with different types of time-stepping. We consider leapfrog, Adams-Bashforth [9],288

Runge-Kutta [13], and implicit Euler and implicit time-centered time-stepping schemes.289
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Figure 3: The maximum resolved wave (in terms of N∆x) for ǫ = 0.01 due to diffusion errors (left),
dispersion errors (center), and both diffusion and dispersion error (right), for leapfrog (LF) and third-order
Adams-Bashforth (AB3) schemes with spatial order 2 and 4. The lines end stability limit of the schemes,
i.e. at the last stable Courant number.

The leapfrog scheme is temporally second order, and discretizes the advection equation290

as a centered difference approximation in time291

qn+1
j = qn−1

j − 2u∆t
∂qj
∂x

. (19)

Leapfrog time-stepping is common with both spectral and finite difference methods (such292

as the vertical discretization of [10]). In this paper, the spatial derivative is approximated293

using the second order approximation294
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∂qj
∂x

≈ 1

2∆x

(

qnj+1 − qnj−1

)

, (20)

and the fourth-order approximation295

∂qj
∂x

≈ 1

12∆x

(

−qnj+2 + 8qnj+1 − 8qnj−1 + qnj−2

)

. (21)

The third-order Adams-Bashforth method [9] makes use of data at four-time levels, and296

is discretized as297

qn+1
j = qnj − u

∆t

12

(

23
∂qnj
∂x

− 16
∂qn−1

j

∂x
+ 5

∂qn−2
j

∂x

)

. (22)

Figure 3 shows the effective resolution for second and fourth-order spatial schemes when298

using leapfrog and Adams-Bashforth time-stepping. The Adams-Bashforth method is tem-299

porally third-order. As leapfrog and Adams-Bashforth time-stepping make use of three and300

four time-levels respectively, in the calculation of |Γ|, a quadratic equation must be solved301

for the leapfrog schemes, and a cubic for the Adams-Bashforth schemes. The two roots302

of the quadratic equation for Γ (or the three roots of the cubic equation) correspond to303

the physical and computational modes. The physical mode is chosen for the results in this304

paper.305

The plots end at the Courant number that the schemes become unstable, and this shows306

the stability limits of the fourth-order leapfrog scheme and of the Adams-Bashforth schemes307

for advection.308

The effective resolution for the spatially second-order Adams-Bashforth scheme is around309

25∆x, and it is the dispersion errors that dominate this scheme. The fourth-order version has310

an effective resolution that is closer to the 9∆x wave. The second-order leapfrog scheme has311

zero diffusion error, but large dispersion errors for low Courant numbers. Similar to the Lax-312

Wendroff schemes, the effective resolution of the second-order leapfrog scheme improves as313

the Courant number approaches unity. The fourth-order version of the leapfrog scheme also314

has zero diffusion errors, although the stability criterion is exceeded at c ≈ 0.73. However,315

the dispersion errors for the fourth-order leapfrog scheme increase with higher Courant316

numbers, showing how the second-order accuracy of the time-stepping becomes important317

near the stability limit.318

The Robert-Asselin time filter [34, 2] is a method to damp the computational mode asso-319

ciated with the leapfrog scheme. It is commonly used for models that employ a three-time-320

level approach such as the Community Atmosphere Model Eulerian (CAM-EUL) pseudo321

spectral dynamical core [32]. It is an approximation of the second temporal derivative, and322

is discretized as323

qnj = κqn+1
j − (2κ− 1)qnj + κqn−1

j , (23)

where κ is the filter coefficient. The effective resolution for the spatially second-order leapfrog324

scheme with the application of the Robert-Asselin time filter is shown in Figure 4. We325
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Figure 4: The maximum resolved wave (in terms of N∆x) for ǫ = 0.01 due to diffusion errors (left),
dispersion errors (center), and both diffusion and dispersion error (right), for the second-order leapfrog (LF)
scheme with the application of different strength Robert-Asselin (RA) filter (0.05, 0.1 0.2).

consider the effect of different strength filter coefficients, κ = 0.05, 0.1 and 0.2. The effect of326

the time-filter is similar to the explicitly added spatial diffusion as seen in Figure 2: the time327

filter can reduce the dispersion errors and can produce a higher effective resolution than if328

no filter is used. Again, the schemes with the diffusion (in this case from the Robert-Asselin329

filter) have a minimum of dispersion errors at Courant numbers less than 1. Due to this,330

the diffusion errors rise for the schemes with the Robert-Asselin filter as c → 1. The upturn331

in the effective resolution for the filtered schemes, shown in the right plot of Figure 4, is332

where the diffusion errors (from the Robert-Asselin filter) exceed the dispersion errors. The333

leapfrog schemes with different strength Robert-Asselin filters become unstable before c = 1,334

with the stronger coefficient resulting in a lower stability criteria.335

The Runge-Kutta schemes are a family of time-stepping schemes that have been used336

in a variety of atmospheric problems [16, 41, 47]. Here we use the third and fourth-order337

versions. The third-order Runge-Kutta requires three steps, and is discretized as338
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Figure 5: The maximum resolved wave (in terms ofN∆x) for ǫ = 0.01 due to diffusion errors (left), dispersion
errors (center), and both diffusion and dispersion error (right), for third- and fourth-order Runge-Kutta (RK3
and RK4) schemes with spatial order 2 and 4.

q∗j = qnj − u
∆t

3

∂qnj
∂x

, (24)

q∗∗j = qnj − u
∆t

2

∂q∗j
∂x

, (25)

qn+1
j = qnj − u∆t

∂q∗∗j
∂x

. (26)

The fourth-order Runge-Kutta [13] is given as339
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k1 =
∂qnj
∂x

, (27)

k2 =
∂(qnj − 0.5 u∆tk1)

∂x
, (28)

k3 =
∂(qnj − 0.5 u∆tk2)

∂x
, (29)

k4 =
∂(qnj − u∆tk3)

∂x
, (30)

qn+1
j = qnj − u

∆t

6
(k1 + 2k2 + 2k3 + k4) . (31)

Figure 5 shows the effective resolution of second and fourth order spatial schemes when used340

with the third and fourth-order version of the Runge-Kutta method. The results are similar341

to the Adams-Bashforth methods shown in Figure 3, except that the Runge-Kutta methods342

are stable for all shown Courant numbers. The dispersion errors dominate the effective343

resolution for all the Runge-Kutta schemes tested. The spatial order appears to have a344

significant influence on the effective resolution; an increase in the spatial order from second345

to fourth produces a significantly better effective resolution for both Runga-Kutta methods.346

As the Runge-Kutta methods are temporally third and fourth-order, for the fourth-order347

spatial schemes there is not the sudden increase in the dispersion errors around c ≈ 0.4 that348

can be seen for the spatially fourth-order and temporally second-order leapfrog scheme in349

Figure 3.350

We now consider common implicit time-stepping schemes. Implicit time-stepping schemes351

are used because they are generally unconditionally stable, although they require the solu-352

tion of an elliptic equation at each timestep. The implicit Euler method, which is only353

first-order in time, is discretized as354

qn+1
j = qnj − u∆t

∂qn+1
j

∂x
. (32)

The implicit time-centered scheme, which is temporally second-order, is discretized as355

qn+1
j = qnj − u

∆t

2

(

∂qn+1
j

∂x
+

∂qnj
∂x

)

. (33)

The effective resolution when the implicit Euler and implicit time-centered methods are356

used is shown in Figure 6. Here, second and fourth-order spatial schemes are used with357

the implicit Euler and implicit time centered methods. The implicit Euler method is only358

first-order accurate, hence the poorer effective resolution than the implicit time-centered359

scheme (for both spatial orders). The time-centered method produces zero diffusion errors,360

and therefore the maximum resolved wave due to diffusion is 2∆x. Increasing the spatial361

order of accuracy from second to fourth-order improves the dispersion errors for both time362

integrations. As the Courant number increases, the effective resolution gets worse for all363
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Figure 6: The maximum resolved wave (in terms of N∆x) for ǫ = 0.01 due to diffusion errors (left),
dispersion errors (center), and both diffusion and dispersion error (right), for implicit Euler (IMEUL) and
implicit time-centered (IMTC) schemes, all with spatial order 2 and 4.

schemes. This is due to the accuracy of the time-stepping (first-order for implicit Euler,364

second-order for implicit time-centered) degrading with increased timestep ∆t.365

4.4. Semi-Lagrangian Schemes366

Semi-Lagrangian schemes were historically used in dynamical cores that made use of367

latitude-longitude grids [49]. This was to reduce the impact of the convergence of the368

meridians at the pole, and allow larger timesteps to be taken. Semi-Lagrangian schemes are369

often used for transport in global spectral models, as it is easier to ensure positivity with370

semi-Lagrangian schemes than with spectral methods. Recent advances, such as conservative371

and high-order monotonic versions [23, 52, 43], indicates that semi-Lagrangian methods still372

have a part to play in the next generation of dynamical cores.373

Here we use semi-Lagrangian schemes with no limiting. The semi-Lagrangian schemes374

can be written in finite-difference formulation, as given by [30]. For example, the semi-375

Lagrangian scheme with linear interpolation is given as376

qn+1
j = αqn

j−(1+int(c)) + (1− α)qn
j−int(c), (34)
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where α = c− int(c). The formula for quadratic, cubic and quartic interpolation is given by377

[30].378
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Figure 7: The maximum resolved wave (in terms of N∆x) for ǫ = 0.01 due to diffusion errors (left),
dispersion errors (center), and both diffusion and dispersion error (right), for two-time-level semi-Lagrangian
(SL) schemes with linear, quadratic, cubic and quartic interpolation.

The effective resolution of semi-Lagrangian schemes using linear, quadratic, cubic and379

quartic interpolation is shown in Figure 7. One of the strengths of the semi-Lagrangian380

scheme is that it remains stable for long timesteps with c > 1. For this reason we show381

results up to Courant number c = 4, although to be consistent with the other schemes in382

this paper we assume that they are only simulated until c = 1, i.e. m = 1/c in (10). The383

results for c ≤ 1 are identical to those obtained using the Lax-Wendroff type schemes of384

order one to four, shown in Figure 1. For integer Courant numbers the advection is exact,385

and therefore all schemes are able to resolve the 2∆x wave. For each scheme, the pattern386

of diffusion and dispersion errors follows a similar quadratic curve between integer Courant387

numbers. The magnitude of this pattern decreases as the Courant number increases, because388

the simulation is only run to time c = 1.389

The results for the semi-Lagrangian scheme with c > 1 are identical to those that can be390

obtained by running the Lax-Wendroff schemes (of order one to four) with a long time-step391

extension, such as the flux-form semi-Lagrangian approach of [26]. Note that these schemes392

are only equivalent for the linear constant velocity advection equation (1) that is considered393
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in our paper.394

4.5. Finite-Volume Schemes395

Finite-volume methods contain a number of desirable qualities (such as conservation, ease396

of applying limiters, and being a local method) and as such have been used in a number of397

dynamical cores of GCMs (for example [25, 42]).398

The flux form equation (2) is numerically solved using fluxes F as399

∂qj
∂t

= −

(

F
n+ 1

2

j+ 1

2

− F
n+ 1

2

j− 1

2

)

∆x
, (35)

where the fluxes are calculated using subgrid distributions, q̃. The subgrid distributions400

make use of the cell volumes and cell edge reconstructions, qj± 1

2

, and the type of distri-401

bution determines which finite-volume scheme is being used. For distributions that are402

discontinuous at the cell edges a Riemann flux operator is used. For the linear advection403

equation (with positive u) this becomes the upwind flux404

Fj+ 1

2

= uq̃j

(

xj +
∆x

2

)

. (36)

For continuous distributions the flux is given as405

Fj+ 1

2

= uqj+ 1

2

. (37)

Finite-volume methods have much in common with conservative finite-difference schemes406

(note that the forward-in-time Lax-Wendroff type schemes, section 3.1, calculate fluxes and407

can easily be applied to the conservative form of the equation), and as such some finite-408

volume methods are equivalent to some of the finite-difference schemes discussed in this409

paper. For example, the finite-volume method with piecewise constant subgrid distribution410

is just the first-order upwind scheme. The fourth-order centered edge reconstruction411

qj+ 1

2

=
−qj+2 + 7qj+1 + 7qj − qj−1

12
+O(∆x4) (38)

becomes the fourth-order approximation of ∂q/∂x given by (21).412

To investigate the effective resolution of finite-volume methods we use the second-order413

and third-order upwind schemes from [40], with both third-order and fourth-order Runge-414

Kutta time-stepping. We also use the unlimited piecewise parabolic method (PPM) of [4].415

PPM uses the fourth-order edge reconstruction (38) to calculate qj+ 1

2

and a third-order416

parabolic subgrid distribution, although we also show results for both the second and third-417

order edge reconstructions. Normally a limiting procedure is applied to make the reconstruc-418

tion piecewise and discontinuous at cell edges, so that in each cell qRj = q̃j
(

xj +
∆x
2

)

and419

qLj = q̃j
(

xj − ∆x
2

)

. Here, qLj and qRj are the left and right edge reconstructions of cell j.420

In the linear analysis applied in this paper no limiting is used, so that qRj = qLj+1 = qj+ 1

2

.421

The flux is then calculated as422
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Figure 8: The maximum resolved wave (in terms of N∆x) for ǫ = 0.01 due to diffusion errors (left),
dispersion errors (center), and both diffusion and dispersion error (right), for the second-order upwind with
Runge-Kutta 3 and Runge-Kutta 4 time-stepping, the third-order upwind with Runge-Kutta 3 and Runge-
Kutta 4 time-stepping, and the piecewise parabolic method (PPM) with second, third and fourth-order edge
reconstructions, finite-volume schemes.

Fj+ 1

2

= qRj −
c

2

(

qRj − qLj −
[

1− 2c

3

]

(6qj − 3qLj − 3qRj)

)

. (39)

Figure 8 shows the effective resolution of the above mentioned finite-volume schemes423

for Courant numbers between 0 and 1. As with the finite-difference methods, the second-424

order scheme’s effective resolution is dominated by dispersion errors, whereas the third-425

order scheme’s effective resolution is dominated by diffusion errors. The third-order upwind426

scheme can resolve smaller scales than the second-order upwind scheme. The Runge-Kutta427

time-stepping for the finite-volume schemes produces simiar results to the Runge-Kutta428

time-stepping with finite-difference schemes (figure 5). For PPM, increasing the order of429

accuracy of the edge reconstruction improves the effective resolution, similar to the forward-430

in-time Lax-Wendroff type schemes. PPM with the third-order edge reconstruction becomes431

unstable for c > 0.6. PPM with the fourth-order edge reconstruction outperforms, in terms432

of effective resolution, all the other finite-volume methods tested here, for all 0 < c ≤ 1.433
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5. Discussion and Conclusions434

The effective resolution of a numerical scheme is the smallest scale that is fully re-435

solved by that numerical scheme. We have provided a method to analytically determine436

the effective resolution of numerical schemes for the linear advection equation using linear437

dispersion analysis. The dispersion analysis calculates the diffusive and dispersive errors at438

each wavenumber, and by defining an appropriate tolerance, we can determine if a wave439

is resolved or not based on these errors. In this study we use finite-difference schemes to440

investigate the role of the timestep in the dispersion analysis, and thus calculate the effective441

resolution across a range of Courant numbers. We also look at the role of explicit diffusion,442

in the form of hyper-diffusion and the Robert-Asselin filter, and how this contributes to the443

diffusion and dispersion errors. The analysis is then applied to schemes that are often used444

in dynamical cores of GCMs: semi-Lagrangian and finite-volume schemes.445

The results show that increasing the spatial order of accuracy of the numerical scheme446

increases the scheme’s effective resolution, regardless of the time-stepping scheme used. The447

sensitivity to the order of the time-stepping scheme is more complex and less predictable.448

As temporal order increases there is sensitivity to the Courant number with first-order dis-449

continuities. The temporal sensitivity includes the onset of instability at smaller Courant450

numbers for the higher order schemes. For low-order temporal methods at large Courant451

numbers there is small sensitivity, and the spatial order of accuracy dominates the effective452

resolution. When increasing the spatial order of accuracy of a scheme by one, the greatest453

improvement is found for low order schemes (for example increasing from first to second-454

order, or from second to third-order), whereas the improvement diminishes for higher-order455

schemes. The results verify the conclusions of [20] that fourth-order accuracy appears to be456

‘optimal’ in terms of improvement in accuracy relative to computational cost (note that [20]457

only considered spatial finite-differences). It can be shown that for some schemes increasing458

the order of accuracy is more beneficial, in terms of effective resolution, than just doubling459

the grid resolution. The same results are found with the semi-Lagrangian and finite-volume460

schemes - for example, at small Courant numbers the third and fourth-order edge recon-461

struction versions of the PPM algorithm fully resolve smaller scales than the second-order462

edge reconstruction PPM with doubled spatial resolution.463

Explicit diffusion, hyper-diffusion, and the use of the Robert-Asselin filter increase the464

diffusion errors but can reduce the dispersion errors. This suggests that an optimal balance465

between diffusion and dispersion errors can increase the effective resolution of a scheme. This466

explicit diffusion is fundamentally non-physical as this analysis is applied to the advection467

equation at constant velocity, for which there is formally no diffusion. For advection in468

sheared flows and in dynamical cores of weather and climate models diffusion is required to469

model the downscale cascade of certain quantities. This is a difficult-to-quantify physical470

diffusion, which is in practice conflated with diffusion intrinsic to a numerical scheme and471

with diffusion that might be added to counter deficiencies in the discrete equations. The472

addition of physical diffusion also impacts the balance between diffusive and dispersive473

errors. These conflated roles of diffusion are a fundamental attribute of numerical advection474

schemes, and need to be considered not only in design but in analysis of the performance of475
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the model. The assumption that the impact of diffusion errors is small is often unjustified.476

The effective resolution of a numerical scheme is an important point to consider when477

developing a dynamical core. For a GCM using 1◦ × 1◦ resolution, the grid spacing at the478

equator is approximately 110 km. As shown for both finite-differences and finite-volumes,479

a second-order scheme may only fully resolve around 18 − 26∆x at low Courant numbers.480

This will correspond to the 1◦ GCM being unable to resolve fully features smaller than481

∼ 2000−2800 km. For models with variable resolution grids, it is possible for the numerical482

scheme to lose an order-of-accuracy at the change in resolution [10]. Therefore a second-order483

scheme on a variable resolution grid might revert to first-order at the resolution change, and,484

as shown in Figure 1, could find the effective resolution drop by 20∆x, possibly negating485

the benefits of the variable resolution mesh.486

Climate and weather models have a full complement of physics routines and realistic487

coupling between the surface and the atmosphere. Physics parameterizations, steep topo-488

graphical features and shoreline boundaries often are on the grid scale [3]. The results in489

this paper show with clarity that in most cases a reasonable expectation is that the small-490

est fully resolved scale in the fluid dynamics is from 6 to 10 grid cells. Therefore, there is491

always a gap between the grid-scale physics and the dynamics. How to best manage errors492

and integrate information in this spatial range where the discretization errors are changing493

rapidly is not well understood.494

It is not unusual to see the resolution of a model described as the size of the grid cell.495

To illustrate the importance of the role of effective resolution in a comprehensive model,496

consider the important impacts that the Great Lakes have on the weather and climate of497

surrounding land. The Great Lakes are not explicitly modeled in climate models. At the498

commonly used resolution of 1◦ latitude, the largest of the Great Lakes is only a few grid499

boxes. If the effective resolution is 10 grid boxes, then the smallest fully resolved spatial500

scales are 1000 km - the synoptic scale. If it is a goal to represent, for example, summer time501

lake-induced circulations, which are important weather and climate features, then the model502

must be able to resolve flows on the order of 1−10 km. If this is the resolved scale, then the503

grid size needs to be order 0.1−1.0 km. This suggests a type of model-structure uncertainty504

that requires interpretation and description when considering, for example, regional climate505

change.506

The analysis performed in this paper can be used to assess numerical schemes. This507

analysis can only be applied to linear schemes, and does not inform us directly about non-508

linear schemes such as those with flux-limiters. However, we have already modified the509

methodology to two-dimensional non-linear numerical schemes, and this will appear in a510

future paper. It also provides robust guidance optimizing the choice of spatial resolution.511

This influences the decisions about computational design and resource management. With512

regards to timestep decisions an analysis with this method reveals the behavior of schemes513

with respect to Courant number, which is found to be large for higher order schemes. The514

inevitable gap between the grid-scale and effective resolution also provides am important515

insight into the description of uncertainty that is associated with variable grids, land-water516
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boundaries, steep topography and grid-scale physics.517

Appendix A - Dispersion Analysis518

The methodology for calculating the amplitude factor and dispersion relation of a given519

numerical scheme is as follows. We start by inserting the solution for the discrete tracer (8)520

into the scheme’s discretization. The tracer mixing ratio at spatial index j+α and temporal521

index n + β, where α, β ∈ Z, is given as522

qn+β
j+α = q̂ exp(i(kxj+α − ωtn+β)). (.1)

We can now divide each term in the discretization by (8), to give a relationship between ω523

and k that depends on ∆t and ∆x. For any α and β, that term in the discretization becomes524

qn+β
j+α

qnj
=
q̂ exp(i(kxj+α − ωtn+β))

q̂ exp(i(kxj − ωtn))
,

=exp(i(kα∆x− ωβ∆t)). (.2)

To calculate the amplitude factor we separate (8) into temporal and spatial parts,525

qnj = q̂ exp (−iωtn) exp (ikxj), (.3)

and consider Γnum = exp (−iω∆t). We substitute this into the scheme’s discretization. From526

(.2) it follows that527

qn+β
j+α

qnj
=exp (−iωβ∆t) exp (ikα∆x),

=(exp (−iω∆t))β exp (ikα∆x),

=Γβ
num exp (ikα∆x). (.4)

The resulting expression for the scheme’s discretization can contain the amplitude factor528

to different powers. A two-time level scheme will only contain the amplitude factor to the529

power one, a three time-level scheme we obtain an expression which is quadratic in Γ, and a530

four time-level scheme gives a cubic equation for Γ. For powers greater than one, and hence531

the solution of quadratic or cubic equations, the correct root must be selected to give the532

actual amplitude factor of the physical mode, and not that of the computational mode.533

Appendix B - Effective Resolution Threshold534

The choice of the threshold ǫ will have a large impact on which wavenumbers are classified535

as resolved. This is demonstrated in Figure .9, where the effective resolution is calculated536
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for the third-order Lax-Wendroff scheme for a variety of Courant numbers, 0 < c ≤ 1. The537

effective resolution when only the diffusive component is considered is shown in the left plot,538

the effective resolution when only the dispersive component is considered is shown in the539

center plot, and the effective resolution when both the diffusive and dispersive components540

are considered is shown in the right plot. Different values of the threshold ǫ are shown: 0.005,541

0.01, 0.05, 0.1 and 0.25. These correspond to the numerical amplitude factor and dispersion542

relation being within 99.5%, 99%, 95%, 90% and 75% respectively of the true value. For too543

stringent a threshold, ǫ = 0.005, almost any deviation from the exact solution will result in544

that wavenumber being classed as unresolved. For too lenient a threshold, ǫ = 0.25, large545

diffusion and dispersion errors will still be admissible in a resolved wave. Following [44] we546

choose ǫ = 0.01, i.e. the numerical dispersion relation and amplitude factor must be within547

99% of the analytic value.548
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Figure .9: The effects of the choice of threshold ǫ on effective resolution for a third-order Lax-Wendroff type
scheme for different Courant numbers c. The left plot shows the maximum resolved wave (in terms of N∆x)
due to diffusion errors, the center plot shows the maximum resolved wave due to dispersion errors, and the
right plot shows the maximum resolved wave due to both diffusion and dispersion errors.
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